Websites, print and digital
newsletters,
brochures,
writing, editing – we do it
all
We Can Help Your Small Business
Communicate More Effectively
At Palmerworks, we love to write…and design…and meet people.
That’s why we we started our company in 2002. Since then,
we’ve met lots of interesting new business owners, people who
needed a site to showcase their services, and others who
simply needed updates to their old websites.
We enjoy what we do.
Web Design
We design, host, and maintain sites. Since most business
owners have a lot of details to keep them busy, they
appreciate our full service packages. And, if you give us some
information to use for content, we’ll write and edit it to
utilize the key words and titles that will make make it search
engine friendly.
Print Design
From logo design to newsletter layout, Palmerworks has been
designing exceptional print media for local businesses for
more than 15 years. Rick is a former communications rep whose
design, layout, and writing skills have won more than two
dozen national awards. He’ll design your one-page poster,
small brochure, or even a full-color 16-page newsletter.
Writing Services
Need a business letter? resume? manuscript editing? Let the

award-winning writers at Palmerworks take care of your writing
needs. We write ad copy, business letters, and resumes. We
provide monthly newsletters or blog updates. We can also edit
your content, including textbooks and manuscripts.

The Palmerworks Design Philosophy
“Good writing is at the heart of a professional
website. Many graphic and web designers can produce
a stylish site, but have no aptitude for the
written word. Without succinctly written text,
websites lose their ability to sell your products
or services.”
Katherine Palmer, Co-President of Palmerworks
“When I design a website or a print project, I
listen to the client’s ideas, likes, and dislikes.
I use classic design that doesn’t distract from the
message or product, and I strive to make it as
visually appealing and down to earth as possible. I
like to use white space and graphics generously.” Rick Palmer,
Co-President of Palmerworks

